
by H. Juanita M. Beecher 
Fortney & Scott, LLC

On Monday, July 9, 2018, President Donald J. Trump 
nominated U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Co-
lumbia Circuit Judge Brett Kavanaugh, 53, to succeed 
Justice Anthony Kennedy on the U.S. Supreme Court. 
Judge Kavanaugh, a Yale Law School graduate who 
clerked for Justice Kennedy in the early 1990s, has served 
on the D.C. Circuit since his confirmation in 2006. 

Judge Kavanaugh has a long history of working for 
Republicans, beginning with Ken Starr’s investigation 
of President Bill Clinton. In the George W. Bush White 
House, he served as staff secretary until he moved to 
the D.C. Circuit in 2006. Although President Bush nomi-
nated him in 2003, Judge Kavanaugh was not confirmed 
for three years. Judge Kavanaugh is seen as a probusi-
ness, antiregulation conservative, and as a result, his 
nomination is being opposed by labor unions and civil 
rights organizations.

An area where Judge Kavanaugh could have a major 
impact is on how courts interpret federal regulations. 
The Supreme Court ruled in 1984’s Chevron v. NRDC that 
if a statute is ambiguous, a court could not substitute its 
own interpretation of the statute if the agency’s interpre-
tation is a reasonable one. 

Judge Kavanaugh, during his tenure on the D.C. 
Circuit Court of Appeals, a court that reviews many ad-
ministrative agency decisions, has indicated his misgiv-
ings with how courts are applying Chevron. His position 
has been to limit the use of Chevron deference under 
the “major rules doctrine”—i.e., the Chevron deference 
should not apply to regulations with major economic 
and political repercussions. Adding Judge Kavanaugh 
to the present Supreme Court, which includes Chevron 
opponent Justice Neil Gorsuch, makes the weakening of 
Chevron likely.

In regard to labor and employment issues, the ques-
tion will be how Judge Kavanaugh will compare with 
Justice Kennedy. Some issues likely to come before the 
Supreme Court in the near future include whether Title 
VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 covers sexual orien-
tation, whether public unions can represent all the em-
ployees in a bargaining unit even if they did not vote for 
the union, and whether employers may expand their use 
of mandatory arbitration. 

Justice Kennedy voted conservatively on employ-
ment issues while being progressive on social issues like 
gay marriage and affirmative action. Judge Kavanaugh 
can be expected to continue Justice Kennedy’s conserva-
tive voting on labor and employment issues, but it is un-
clear where he will stand on related social issues.
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Based on his record, it has been speculated that a 
Justice Kavanaugh would be the second most conserva-
tive justice on the bench after Justice Clarence Thomas. 
He would also be the sixth Catholic on the Court.

H. Juanita M. Beecher is an attorney with Fortney 
& Scott, LLC, in Washington, D.C. You can reach her at 
nbeecher@fortneyscott.com. ✤
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What is the future 
for arbitration?
by Burton J. Fishman 
Fortney & Scott, LLC

In its recent decision in Epic Systems v. Lewis, the U.S. 
Supreme Court ruled that waivers of class action arbitra-
tion are enforceable. To many, this sounded like “inside 
baseball,” an arcane ruling that had little to do with prac-
tical concerns. However, as more and more employers 
are requiring arbitration agreements with such waivers 
for more and more employees, including low-ranking 
hourly workers, this ruling will have a significant role in 
determining how workplace wrongs are righted.

The Epic decision also comes at a critical moment for 
the participants in and supporters of #MeToo and other 
similar movements seeking to address systemic bias. 
They are justly concerned that a powerful “weapon” 
has been removed from their legal arsenal. By requiring 
complaints of workplace harassment to be adjudicated in 
individual, nonpublic tribunals, Epic reduces the public-
ity and public support classwide proceedings generate.

In Justice Ruth Bader Ginsberg’s ringing dissent in 
this 5-4 ruling, with the majority opinion written by 
Justice Neil Gorsuch, she made the case for limiting the 
decision so that cases brought under Title VII could not 
be included in an arbitration waiver. That position was 
not echoed in the majority ruling, but the lines for future 
battles in and out of Congress have been drawn. And 
much remains to be decided.

It is not disputed, for example, that Epic has no im-
pact on any underlying laws regarding workplace con-
duct—from wage and hour standards to harassment 
obligations. Employers can still be held to account for 
violations. Further, the Court’s ruling does not affect the 
right of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commis-
sion (EEOC) to bring class actions on behalf of alleged 
victims, so charges can continue to be filed regardless of 
the presence of an arbitration agreement or a waiver—
but the EEOC, not the affected worker, will decide how 
or if the case moves forward. Nor does the high court’s 
decision affect the rights of citizens in states such as 
California that specifically prohibit class action waivers 
for matters brought under state law. Multijurisdictional 

employers may soon be faced with the prospect of dif-
ferent judicial and quasi-judicial forums in the various 
localities in which they do business as the enforcement 
“action” moves to the states.

A different response is being employed by the plain-
tiffs’ bar, which was in disarray in the wake of the Epic 
decision. In instances in which class actions were de-
railed by the Epic decision, the lawyers already knew the 
identity of the aggrieved workers and filed hundreds of 
individual arbitration demands. Such a tactic will likely 
yield a classwide settlement, as the cost of arbitrating 
hundreds of claims is prohibitive. Although this ap-
proach will succeed, the number of opportunities for or-
ganizing such efforts is small. Without preexisting lists 
of claimants, which are present in a class action, the task 
of mounting organized mass individual arbitrations is 
daunting. The absence of mass individual arbitrations in 
the past—such a tactic has always been available—is the 
best measure of their limited future role.

So, Epic is epochal, but class action arbitrations will 
continue. And there will be another impact: If there is a 
theme to the rulings of the “Roberts Court,” it is a persis-
tent diminution of centralized federal authority. It may 
not have been intended, but the Epic decision will have 
the effect of making the states much more significant in 
determining who can bring classwide arbitrations.

Burton J. Fishman is an attorney with Fortney & Scott, 
LLC, in Washington, D.C. You can reach him at bfishman@
fortneyscott.com. ✤
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Trump administration rescinds 
Obama-era affirmative 
action guidelines
by Sara Nasseri 
Fortney & Scott, LLC

On July 3, Attorney General Jeff Sessions announced 
that he is rescinding 24 guidance documents that “were 
unnecessary, outdated, inconsistent with existing law, or 
otherwise improper,” including seven guidance docu-
ments issued by the U.S. Department of Education under 
the Obama administration that called on school super-
intendents and colleges to consider race when trying to 
diversify their campuses. In what many see as a move 
against affirmative action, the government returned to 
guidelines used during the George W. Bush adminis-
tration that “strongly encourage the use of race-neutral 
methods” in admissions. In making the announcement, 
Sessions said:

When issuing regulations, federal agencies must 
abide by constitutional principles and follow the 
rules set forth by Congress and the President. 
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OFCCP plans to use apprenticeship programs to increase diversity
by H. Juanita M. Beecher 
Fortney & Scott, LLC

With President Donald Trump’s focus on appren-
ticeship programs, it probably should not be a surprise 
that the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) is looking to 
use apprenticeship programs as a way for federal con-
tractors to increase workforce diversity. The question 
has been whether the Office of Federal Contract Com-
pliance Programs (OFCCP), whose primary mission is 
to act as a law enforcement agency, should be encour-
aging voluntary use of apprenticeship programs. 

There is an argument that these apprentice-
ship programs can help federal contractors employ 
veterans, disabled individuals, and minorities who 
otherwise would not have the necessary skills. Fed-
eral contractors have welcomed the idea but are still 
waiting to see what form an OFCCP apprenticeship 
program will take.

DJE Holdings settles bias 
claims for nearly $300,000

DJE Holdings, Inc., will pay $297,832 to settle 
OFCCP claims that women with the vice president 
job title were paid less than similarly situated men in 
the same position. The agency alleged that for the pe-
riod from October 1, 2012, through October 1, 2013, the 
company discriminated against 66 women in the “Job 
Code 2011, Vice President” position by paying them 
less than similarly situated men in the same position. 

As part of the conciliation agreement, the com-
pany, which denied the claims, agreed to evaluate 
whether salary increases for employees in Job Code 
2011 have a disproportionately negative effect on the 
compensation of women. It also will review its poli-
cies and eliminate all practices that adversely affect 
the compensation of women in Job Code 2011, provide 
equal employment opportunity training to all em-
ployees involved in any way in determining compen-
sation for employees in Job Code 2011, and monitor 
compensation for employees in Job Code 2011 for any 
disparities based on gender.

Roche to pay over $260,000 
to settle race claims

Roche Diagnostics Corporation, a manufactur-
ing company, will pay $261,782 to resolve allegations 

of hiring discrimination at its Indianapolis facility. 
A compliance review by the OFCCP alleged that the 
company discriminated against 626 qualified black 
applicants who applied for material handling and pro-
duction technician positions. Roche Diagnostics Cor-
poration denies the claims but has agreed to resolve 
the issue through a conciliation agreement. Under the 
agreement, the company will also extend eight job op-
portunities to the black applicants.

Hospital settles sex bias 
claims for $50,000

The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia agreed to 
pay $50,000 to settle the OFCCP’s claims that it hired 
too few women into its food service jobs. The hospital, 
which denied the claims, will give hiring priority to 
women who were unfairly denied jobs as food service 
workers in 2011. The hospital also agreed to modify its 
hiring practices to ask applicants objective questions 
directly linked to the basic requirements of the posi-
tion, remove “unintentional barriers” in job descrip-
tions, and implement objective criteria to find job can-
didates. It will hire a senior HR specialist to handle 
affirmative action and equal employment opportu-
nity issues, will implement applicant tracking systems 
to comply with the OFCCP’s recordkeeping require-
ments, and will train employees who recruit, track, 
and select food service workers on the company’s af-
firmative action and equal employment opportunity 
obligations.

Five Star to pay $50,000 to 
settle race bias claims

Five Star Quality Care (dba Meadowmere and 
Mitchell Manor), an assisted living facility, will pay 
$50,000 to resolve allegations of hiring discrimina-
tion at its West Allis, Wisconsin, facility. A compliance 
review by the OFCCP alleged that the company dis-
criminated against 44 qualified black applicants who 
applied for PT dietary aide positions. Five Star denies 
the claims but has agreed to resolve the issue through 
a conciliation agreement. Under the agreement, it will 
also extend seven part–time job opportunities to the 
black applicants.

H. Juanita M. Beecher is an attorney with Fortney 
& Scott, LLC, in Washington, D.C. You can reach her at 
nbeecher@fortneyscott.com. ✤
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In previous administrations, however, agencies 
often tried to impose new rules on the American 
people without any public notice or comment 
period, simply by sending a letter or posting a 
guidance document on a website. That’s wrong, 
and it’s not good government.

Together with the Department of Education, the U.S. 
Department of Justice (DOJ) is essentially encouraging 
colleges and universities to use race in a “narrowly tai-
lored” fashion, if at all.

The debate regarding race and college admissions 
has spanned decades and has prompted numerous 
lawsuits. Most recently, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld 
the right of colleges and universities to use diversity in 
their admissions criteria. In the 2016 decision Fisher v. 
University of Texas, Justice Anthony Kennedy, writing for 
the majority, recognized that colleges and universities 
should have significant autonomy in designing their ad-
missions programs, noting:

A university is in large part defined by those in-
tangible qualities which are incapable of objec-
tive measurement but which make for greatness. 
. . . Considerable deference is owed to a univer-
sity in defining those intangible characteristics, 
like student body diversity, that are central to its 
identity and educational mission.

While many praised the decision, including then-
President Barack Obama, calling it a victory for equality 
and diversity, others raised concerns about the contro-
versial position of the majority.

The debate on the use of race in college admissions 
continues to be a hot-button issue with the Trump ad-
ministration. Just about one year ago, the DOJ began an 
investigation into whether Harvard University is illegally 
discriminating against Asian-American students by hold-
ing them to a higher standard than other applicants.

While the rescission of the guidelines does not have 
the force of law at this time, it does signal a stark change 
of course from the Obama era. Under the Obama admin-
istration, colleges and universities were given deference 
in devising their own admissions criteria, which could 
include race if it served to further attain and achieve di-
versity. While the immediate impact of the Trump ad-
ministration’s rescission may be minimal, the move—as 
well as the current Harvard investigation—indicates 
how the administration would respond to complaints it 
receives. Moreover, with the retirement of Justice Ken-
nedy, who had consistently backed the consideration of 
race in admissions to some extent, it is likely that there 
will no longer be a Supreme Court majority to uphold 
the right of colleges to do so, and the future of affirma-
tive action may not look too promising.

Sara Nasseri is an associate with Fortney & Scott, LLC, in 
Washington, D.C. You can reach her at snasseri@fortneyscott.
com. ✤
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ALJs: from civil servants 
to political appointees
by Consuela A. Pinto 
Fortney & Scott, LLC

Only procedural administrative law junkies and federal 
agency litigators paid much attention to Lucia v. SEC until the 
U.S. Supreme Court turned the administrative judicial process 
on its head with its June 21, 2018, decision. The question before 
the Court was whether the Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion’s (SEC) administrative law judges (ALJs) are inferior of-
ficers under the Appointments Clause of the U.S. Constitution 
and must be appointed by the president, the head of a depart-
ment, or a court.

ALJs and the Supreme Court
Historically, SEC ALJs have been appointed by SEC 

career staff (as opposed to political appointees) and 
therefore serve for an indefinite period of time. In con-
trast, political appointees or “officers” serve for a term 
of limited duration. The ALJs preside over enforcement 
actions and perform duties similar to any district court 
judge, including determining the appropriate sanction 
for a violation of the SEC’s regulations. However, they 
issue “initial decisions” rather than final decisions. The 
commission can review the initial decisions, or it can opt 
against review. In such cases, the ALJ’s decision becomes 
final and is deemed the decision of the commission.

The plaintiff in the case, Raymond Lucia, argued 
that the fact that the ALJs issued decisions and ordered 
sanctions that were not reviewed by the SEC rendered 
them “inferior officers.” As such, they were not appro-
priately appointed by the president, the head of the SEC, 
or a federal court. In a 7-2 decision, the Court agreed 
with Lucia, ordering that ALJs must be appointed by the 
president or politically appointed heads of agencies. The 
Court also made clear that constitutional challenges to 
an ALJ appointment must be timely raised. (Although 
the Court was not more specific, it is safe to assume that 
at least those matters that have moved beyond the ALJ 
stage are no longer subject to challenge.) The Court’s de-
cision called into question all decisions issued by ALJs 
across the federal government.

The SEC, along with the U.S. Department of Labor 
(DOL) and several other agencies, ratified the appoint-
ment of its ALJs while Lucia was pending before the Su-
preme Court. The Supreme Court acknowledged that 
fact, but it declined a request by the solicitor general to 
address the validity of the commission’s ratification of its 
ALJs or the ALJ selection process, generally.

On the heels of the Lucia decision, President Don-
ald Trump filled the void left by the Supreme Court. 
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On July 10, 2018, he issued an Executive Order exempt-
ing ALJs from the competitive civil service hiring pro-
cess and requiring their appointment by federal agency 
heads. The amended rules affect not only the selection 
of ALJs but their removal as well. Going forward, ALJs, 
like other political appointees, may not be removed 
without “good cause.”

Bottom line
Critics of the Lucia decision have raised concerns 

regarding the impartiality of ALJs going forward. How-
ever, the impact on impartiality may not be as significant 
as expected. In many programs (not all), ALJs, includ-
ing those at the DOL, issue “recommended decisions” 
subject to review by a board or commission of adjudi-
cators appointed for set terms by the political head of 
each agency. For example, the recommended decisions 
issued by DOL ALJs hearing Office of Federal Contract 
Compliance Programs (OFCCP) actions are reviewed by 
three members of the five-member Administrative Re-
view Board (ARB) appointed by the secretary of labor. 
Contractors can also seek review of an ARB decision by 
a federal district court judge. Therefore, in many cases 
going back years, political appointees have had influ-
ence over administrative decisions.

There is more to come on this issue. Stay tuned.

Consuela A. Pinto is a shareholder at Fortney & Scott, 
LLC, in Washington, D.C. Consuela can be reached at cpinto@
fortneyscott.com. ✤
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How cybersecurity 
requirements apply to 
federal contractors
by Susan Warshaw Ebner 
Fortney & Scott, LLC

Cybersecurity risks are increasing in frequency and so-
phistication. Federal contractors and their supply chains are 
potential targets of a variety of threat groups, including nation 
states, transnational terrorists, criminal organizations, and in-
dividual bad actors. Federal regulations impose requirements 
on contractors and subcontractors to protect the sensitive in-
formation they receive, generate, transit, or store in the perfor-
mance of their government contracts. 

Cybersecurity regs
Two of the basic cybersecurity regulations are Fed-

eral Acquisition Regulation (FAR) 52.204-21, Basic Safe-
guarding of Covered Contractor Information Systems, which 
applies to all executive branch agency procurements, 
and Department of Defense (DOD) FAR Supplement 

252.2-4-7012, Safeguarding Covered Defense Information 
and Cyber Incident Reporting, which applies to DOD 
procurements.

The DOD rule mandates that contractors provide 
“adequate security” for “contractor defense informa-
tion” (CDI) used or provided in the performance of DOD 
contracts. The rule also requires that contractors rapidly 
report on actual or suspected cyber incidents within 72 
hours of their discovery and take steps to preserve and 
protect the related images and information. 

CDI includes both controlled technical information 
(CTI) and controlled unclassified information (CUI). 
Thus, for example, if you receive controlled information 
from the government or you use proprietary or trade se-
cret information in the performance of a DOD contract, 
then you likely have CDI, triggering the requirements 
of the clause. The FAR rule imposes 15 cybersecurity 
control requirements on covered information systems 
of contractors and subcontractors that may have federal 
contract information (FCI). There are very limited excep-
tions to these rules.

To provide “adequate security” under the DOD rule, 
contractors must comply with 110 standards set out in 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 
Special Publication (SP) 800-171 Rev. 1, Protecting Con-
trolled Unclassified Information in Nonfederal Systems and 
Organizations. The DOD issued a deviation in September 
2017 providing that contractors will be considered to be 
compliant for now if they have a system security plan 
(SSP) and program and milestones (POAM) address-
ing their present state of compliance with the security 
controls in NIST SP 800-171 and their plan for moving 
forward for compliance with the remaining control 
requirements.

On June 13, 2018, the NIST issued the final version of 
SP 800-171A, Assessing Security Requirements for Controlled 
Unclassified Information. SP 800-171A is intended to as-
sist the government and contractors at all tiers in deter-
mining the contractors’ level of compliance with the 110 
mandated security controls. The NIST SP also provides 
sample SSP and POAM templates contractors may use 
to assist in security compliance assessment and develop-
ment of an appropriate risk-based compliance plan.

In addition to including these clauses, the govern-
ment may include terms for evaluation and assessment 
of contractor compliance in its procurements. Thus, it is 
important that contractors examine contracting require-
ments, coverage, and compliance for themselves and 
their supply chains.

Key takeaways
Here are some key points for contractors to keep in 

mind:
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• Cybersecurity requirements apply to contractors 
and their supply chains at all tiers. These require-
ments may be found in the statement of work, 
clauses, and other parts of the contracting vehicle.

• Put together a compliance team to address cyberse-
curity requirements. Business, IT, HR, and counsel 
all need to be part of the team to assess the require-
ments and your state of compliance.

• Develop a plan and set of milestones to implement 
an appropriate risk-based approach to compliance.

There are numerous ways in which cybersecurity 
rules and requirements may present themselves. If you 
have questions about the cybersecurity rules in general 
or have particular compliance questions or concerns, we 
recommend you check with legal counsel.

Susan Warshaw Ebner is a shareholder with Fortney & 
Scott, LLC, in Washington, D.C. You can reach her at sebner@
fortneyscott.com. ✤
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Supreme Court upholds 
controversial Trump travel ban
by Sara Nasseri 
Fortney & Scott, LLC

On June 26, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld President 
Donald Trump’s third travel ban in Trump, et al. v. Hawaii, et 
al., ending turbulent months of litigation and reversing the de-
cisions of the lower courts. In a close 5-4 decision, Justice John 
Roberts delivered the majority opinion, with Justices Anthony 
Kennedy, Clarence Thomas, Samuel Alito, and Neil Gorsuch 
concurring and Justices Stephen Breyer, Elena Kagan, Sonia 
Sotomayor, and Ruth Bader Ginsburg dissenting. 

The majority opinion focused on the broad discretion 
granted to the president, especially when it comes to immigra-
tion and the entry of aliens in the United States. The Court 
then held that the travel ban can go into full effect, giving a 
great political victory to the administration.

Majority opinion
In his majority opinion, Justice Roberts said that 

President Trump has ample statutory authority to make 
national security judgments in the realm of immigra-
tion. Indeed, Justice Roberts focused on the president’s 
broad power to secure the country’s borders, delegated 
by Congress over years of lawmaking. He further noted 
that this broad discretionary power was not under-
mined by President (and candidate) Trump’s history of 
provocative statements about the dangers he said Mus-
lims pose to the United States. Justice Roberts wrote:

Plaintiffs argue that this President’s words 
strike at fundamental standards of respect and 

tolerance, in violation of our constitutional tra-
dition. But the issue before us is not whether 
to denounce the statements. It is instead the 
significance of those statements in reviewing 
a President directive, neutral on its face, ad-
dressing a matter within the core of executive 
responsibility.

In other words, if the president has the power 
under the law, no words or statements can take away 
from that power.

Dissent
In a passionate and zealous dissent, Justice Soto-

mayor compared the majority opinion to the Court’s 
1944 decision in Korematsu v. United States, the decision 
that supported the detention of Japanese-Americans 
during World War II and which Sotomayor deemed was 
premised on “gravely injurious racial classification” au-
thorized by an Executive Order. 

Justice Sotomayor wrote that the travel ban was 
clearly motivated by animosity toward a disfavored 
group in the name of a “superficial claim of national se-
curity.” She remarked that the majority failed to really 
evaluate the application of the Establishment Clause of 
the U.S. Constitution and instead applied a weak legal 
standard in an effort to circumvent the issue of reli-
gious bias.

What does the travel ban really do?
The Court’s ruling restricts entry and tightens 

vetting for travelers bound for the United States from 
Iran, Libya, Somalia, Syria, Yemen, North Korea, and 
Venezuela. The following describes the impact on each 
specific country:

• Iran: All entry is prohibited except by persons hold-
ing nonimmigrant student (F and M) and exchange-
visitor (J) visas.

• Libya: Individuals are prohibited from entering the 
United States as immigrants or on a business/visi-
tor (B1/B2) visa. No other restrictions are expressly 
stated.

• North Korea: All entry into the United States is 
prohibited.

• Somalia: Individuals are prohibited from obtaining 
immigrant visas. Nonimmigrant visas may be sub-
ject to heightened scrutiny.

• Syria: All entry into the United States is prohibited.

• Venezuela: Government officials and their family 
members are restricted from entry on a business/
visitor (B1/B2) visa. Other visa holders may be sub-
ject to verification of traveler information.

• Yemen: Individuals are prohibited from entering 
the United States as immigrants or on a business/
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visitor (B1/B2) visa. No other restrictions are ex-
pressly stated.

There are exceptions to the travel ban, including 
green card holders. The travel ban also provides for the 
possibility of waivers to the entry restrictions on a case-
by-case basis.

What does this mean for employers?
The Supreme Court’s ruling ends the 17-month saga 

concerning the legality of President Trump’s travel ban. 
While the underlying litigation may continue in the 
lower courts and drag on for months, we must assume 
the ban will continue to be in effect for the foreseeable 
future. 

Since the decision allows the administration to 
implement the ban immediately, employers should be 
aware of and account for workers from the above-noted 
affected countries regarding travel outside the United 
States. Employers should also keep in mind that those 
from the affected countries will face tougher scrutiny 
and may even be disallowed entry to the United States.

Sara Nasseri is an associate with Fortney & Scott, LLC, in 
Washington, D.C. You can reach her at snasseri@fortneyscott.
com. ✤
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Justice Anthony Kennedy’s legacy
by H. Juanita M. Beecher 
Fortney & Scott, LLC

After Justice Anthony Kennedy’s surprise retirement an-
nouncement on June 27, 2018, there have been many questions 
about his legacy on the Court. Although Justice Kennedy has 
been seen as the swing vote on social issues, he has generally 
voted with the conservative majority on issues such as em-
ployer rights, limiting access to the federal courts, and First 
Amendment rights for corporations.

LGBT rights
Justice Kennedy’s lasting legacy may be on LGBT 

rights. Over his 33-year career, Justice Kennedy wrote 
three decisions that changed how the law viewed LGBT 
individuals. In 1988, he delivered the majority decision 
in Romer v. Evans, which struck down a Colorado con-
stitutional amendment that denied protected class sta-
tus to LGBT individuals. In 2003, he wrote the majority 
decision in Lawrence v. Texas, declaring the state’s anti-
sodomy law unconstitutional. That decision, according 
to dissenter Justice Antonin Scalia, opened the door 
to Justice Kennedy’s most important LGBT decision in 
Obergefell v. Hodges. 

Justice Kennedy, writing for the majority in Oberge-
fell, recognized a constitutional right to same-sex 

marriage. He rejected the idea that LGBT individuals 
disrespected the institution of marriage, saying that they 
respect the institution of marriage so deeply that “they 
seek to find its fulfillment for themselves.” 

Although Justice Kennedy voted with the conserva-
tive majority in this term’s decision in Masterpiece Cake-
shop v. Colorado Civil Rights Commission, which upheld a 
baker’s right to refuse to provide a cake for a same-sex 
wedding based on his religious objections, it was his 
retirement that was a greater shock to LGBT advocates, 
especially since it will allow President Donald Trump to 
name a replacement who is likely to reverse Justice Ken-
nedy’s positions.

Legacy on access to federal courts
Justice Kennedy’s decision in the Court’s 2009 deci-

sion Ashcroft v. Iqbal has and continues to reshape civil 
litigation. It has been cited in more than 100,000 deci-
sions since it was issued. While it was not a labor and 
employment law case, Iqbal has affected the ability of 
plaintiffs to withstand motions to dismiss their com-
plaints because all complaints in civil litigation now 
must contain specific facts that would entitle the plain-
tiff to relief, rather than just conclusory allegations.

Labor and employment law
Contrary to his positions on LGBT rights, Justice 

Kennedy tended to join with the conservative justices 
in labor and employment decisions. For example, in 
this term alone, he voted to limit public unions’ access 
to dues (Janus v. AFSCME Council 31) and to allow cor-
porations to require employees to waive their rights to 
class actions in arbitration agreements (Epic Systems 
Corp. v. Lewis).

Affirmative action
On affirmative action, Justice Kennedy wrote the 

majority opinion in the 2016 case Fisher v. University 
of Texas, in which the Court upheld the University of 
Texas’ race-conscious affirmative action program. 
Without his vote, future challenges to affirmative ac-
tion may be successful.

Final thoughts
With Justice Kennedy’s decision to resign before 

the 2018 midterm elections, President Trump is likely to 
have his second Supreme Court justice on the court by 
the end of the year. Judge Brett Kavanaugh, whom the 
president has nominated to fill Justice Kennedy’s seat, 
is considered substantially more conservative than his 
mentor. As a result, it is an open question exactly what 
Justice Kennedy’s lasting legacy will be.

H. Juanita M. Beecher is an attorney with Fortney & 
Scott, LLC, in Washington, D.C. You may contact her at 
nbeecher@fortneyscott.com. ✤
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ADMINISTRATION
et, hiring

Administration takes steps 
toward expanding job 
training, apprenticeships
by Sean D. Lee 
Fortney & Scott, LLC

On July 19, 2018, President Donald Trump signed 
an Executive Order establishing the National Council 
for the American Worker—the latest step the admin-
istration has taken in its efforts to expand job training 
and retraining opportunities for workers, particularly 
through apprenticeship programs.

The Executive Order was accompanied by a White 
House ceremony in which over 20 major companies 
and associations—including FedEx, Microsoft, Gen-
eral Motors, Associated Builders and Contractors, and 
Walmart—signed a “Pledge to America’s Workers,” 
collectively committing to hiring and training nearly 4 
million people over the next five years.

In a statement accompanying the Executive Order, 
the White House explained that there are an estimated 
6.6 million job vacancies in the country “presumably 
caused, in part, by a lack of workers with the required 
skillsets.” The new Council for the American Worker 
is tasked with raising awareness of this skills gap and 
the importance of STEM education as well as helping 
to expand the number of apprenticeships and encour-
aging increased investment in the training and retrain-
ing of workers. The council will be advised by a newly 

created Policy Advisory Board made up of industry 
leaders and experts who will recommend steps to 
combat the skills gap through education, training, and 
retraining.

The Executive Order follows one President Trump 
signed last summer titled Expanding Apprenticeships 
in America. That order directed the secretary of labor 
to create a Task Force on Apprenticeship Expansion to 
develop strategies and proposals to promote appren-
ticeships. In May 2018, the task force—headed by the 
secretaries of labor, education, and commerce—issued 
a report that largely centered on the creation of a new 
type of apprenticeship program.

The Industry-Recognized Apprenticeship Pro-
gram (IRAP) would be developed by third parties 
such as companies and trade groups and certified to 
meet certain quality standards, such as a mentoring 
component and a “portable, industry-recognized cre-
dential.” IRAPs are meant to run parallel to existing, 
well-established registered apprenticeship programs. 
Notably, the task force recommended that the pilot 
IRAP program should be in an industry without well-
established registered apprenticeship programs to bet-
ter develop “standards and materials” for IRAPs.

Labor Secretary Alex Acosta has stated that guid-
ance on the creation and certification of IRAPs will be 
forthcoming. As of this time of writing, a proposed 
rule to update the DOL’s apprenticeship regulations is 
expected by September.

Sean D. Lee is an associate with Fortney & Scott, LLC. 
He can be reached at slee@fortneyscott.com. ✤


